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Shake shack menu gluten free

I ate here a couple of times and it was different to me every time about the fryer. When I only got a hamburger, they were very good at changing gloves and reducing cross-contamination. The next time I went (when I was told the fryer was safe), I got french fries with my burger. Symptoms have :( Burgers
are safe if you tell them it's an allergy/celiac disease, no fries. Everything tastes really good though!! Security feature reviews Staff will clean the kitchen area or change gloves if you ask Food comes out marked or marked gluten-free — Gluten-free information on the menu If you could give zero stars to
this place, I would. I'm such an easy person to please. I was thrilled when I read the reviews on this app about how to stay staff and businesses. My husband and I waited in line for 30+ minutes and even saw that behind the counter staff had instructions card on how to ensure that cross-contamination did
not occur. Meanwhile, while I was waiting in line, I sang their praises. When we get in front, I tell them I have a gluten allergy, so if I could make a dedicated frying option and gluten-free bun, that would be wonderful. The lady at the checkout was unkind and said we don't have a gluten-free option here. It's
all contaminated. I said, everything? You don't even stand a chance? She then turned to another staff member to ask, and she was equally useful. They both just said no and just stared at me. No help, no advice, nothing. So disappointed in that. I look forward to good reviews on places when they take
gluten for free because I know this is a big deal and takes additional practices to make sure it's safe to eat. I don't appreciate these, and I was really looking forward to trying a new place, but obviously it wasn':( you will no longer try or recommend this to others. — There is no gluten-free information on the
menu This place really only serves sheikhs and burgers, but I like to make gluten-free buns, not a terrible wrap salad. Online you can order a gluten-free bun but you have to *go all out* you should tell them I have a gluten allergy. It's also gutless, which I need! Safety ratings Dedicated gluten-free fryer
Other dedicated kitchen equipment (oven, brick, pots, pans, utensils, etc.) Staff is doable and can answer questions Staff will clean the kitchen space or change gloves if food comes out marked or marked gluten-free — Gluten-free items are marked on the main menu Other features Good for lunch Good
for lunch Offer online ordering Offers of outdoor seating area Was trying to find a local burger joint but didn't find one that felt safe enough, so I went to Shake Shack. I ate in other Shake Shacks easily and it was no different at this location. The staff was very friendly and helpful. You Can Add Gluten
Allergy Alert to Every Item, Gluten Free Bun is $1 — Gluten-free products are labelled on the the main menu dedicated fryer, had a good burger without cheese and no bun. The plate was marked with an allergy and the person who prepared my food delivered it to the table. They asked me if I had an
allergy or a preference, that I didn't have gluten or dairy. Safety Feature Ratings Dedicated gluten-free fryer Food comes out flagged or marked gluten-free items are marked on the main menu Other Characteristics Good for dairy-free Good for kids Good for lunch If you order at the kiosk you can select
which allergies you have and it will tell you things which are safe. When you choose to have an allergy manager comes out to talk to you about it and check your order. The leader also followed me to make sure everything was right! Safety — Gluten-free items are marked on the main menu I ordered via
uber dish. The food was good, i could choose a gluten allergy when ordering a meal. I didn't get sick. Security Other Features Good for Lunch Good for Lure Delivery Offers Online Ordering Gluten-Free Glue is the best I've had. They immediately ask whether gf has an allergy or presence, so they had
some training. I'm not sure that's the best protocol for security. I've never had a reaction, but I'm very careful when talking to them. — Gluten-free items are marked on the main menu Other features Good for Lunch Offers outdoor seating staff knew about gluten for free and asked whether this is an
advantage or an allergy. It meant to me that they would treat my order differently. Gluten Free bun was dry, but show me a gluten-free bun that is not LOL. The fries are cooked in vegetable oil, which for me is not due to cross-contamination with winter wheat, which is usually grown in the same fields as
soy beans. No problem after you're at there. — Gluten-free items are marked on the main menu Other features 2008 India St., San Diego, CA 92101 Updated 4 months ago read the full review When mentioning the GF bun, staff asks whether it is an allergy or preference. Not much GF but they have GF
buns for burgers and a few shakes are GF. French fries are not so unusual. Security Feature Ratings Staff is knowledgeable and can answer questions Food comes out flagged or marked gluten-free — Gluten-free items are marked on the main menu Other Characteristics Good for takeoutOffers online
ordering 12 S Michigan Ave, Chicago, IL 60603 Updated 5 months ago read full review The GF bun was excellent and they general make solid burgers. I don't know if they have a dedicated french fries fritez, so you might want to check it out because I'm not celiac. Safety — Gluten-free items are marked
on the main menu Unlike the previous reviewer, I was not bothered by the GF bun – this was a nice change from the standard, hasty Udi buns offered by most GF restaurants. Given this, the bigger problem is by far the quality of the food. The meat in the hamburger was so incredibly oily that my son and I
were almost immediately sick to the stomachs. This. The patties were thin, extremely salty and, as has already been stated, greasy. If you're looking for fast food GF, you may not mind, but I certainly won't eat in this chain anymore. I regretted the decision to eat here almost as soon as I finished my meal.
Safety — Gluten-free products are marked on the main menu at 1400 Glades Rd, Boca Raton, FL 33431 Updated 7 months ago read the full review of Good Hamburger with a surprisingly good bun. I don't think anything else on the menu is GF, but it's enough to make me happy. The ordering process is
somewhat unusual as it is working on tablets on kioes. You need to make sure to specify a GF bun AND add allergy instructions to your order. I've eaten here many times without any adverse effects. This has recently opened and is a great place. The service has been slow but hopefully it will be better
when they really get it. GF buns, but I can't take fries. Milkshakes can be GF depending on the type but I think there is always a risk because they do cookies etc in some types. But burgers are delicious! The staff who called me seemed familiar and the hamburger was anjam. You can't eat french fries,
and their sauce has gluten. I was a little bit thrown away that my bun was grilled, because I don't know if it was safe, and I'm used to places avoiding grilling because of cross-contamination. After that, I felt tired, but no other intense symptoms. I think I've got some cross-contamination there, but not as bad
as I usually react. Maybe you should look more into cc. You ordered on a tablet, so you can't destroy the order. They have a separate entry for gluten and wheat when checking the list of allergies, and when you tick them, staff would come check your order to make sure that what you ordered is really fine
with your request. GF buns were delicious and even the burger was great for half-speed food. The staff is very friendly and helpful. When you order a gluten-free bun, they ask if you have a gluten allergy and then post it to the kitchen if you do. The burgers are delicious and the bun is really good! Some of
their concussions are also gluten-free. They have a list of allergic menus with all allergies and what you should avoid. 8810 SW 136th St., Miami, FL 33176 Updated 11 months ago read the full review We went for ice cream only. There wasn't much chance for my daughter with celiac disease, but the staff
knew what she could have and was prepared separately. The only ice cream we could feel was safe for her was cream without mixing. It's a good cream. 66 E Ohio St., Chicago, IL 60611 Updated 1 year ago read the full review went straight to the counter to ask questions the girl seemed insecure, but
the manager came straight over. Together we crossed the options and my son had a cheeseburger on a GF bun and some soft serving of vanilla straight from the machine behind. The warden prepared my son's food. it was done properly, and that made me to ease, and it was on its tray. A little
disappointed that they don't have a dedicated fryer, but not surprised by the permeated chicken items on the menu. Excellent service, though. 2008 India St,San Diego, CA 92101 Updated 1 year ago read the full review of GF buns are delicious. I was told that GF buns are heated on the grill, where they
mimic meat and cheese. Gluten buns have warmed up in a separate area. I didn't get sick. She shares french fries with gluten so there's no french fries. 180 El Camino Real, Palo Alto, CA 94304 Updated 1 year ago read the full review of Shake Shack's bun is as close to viewing and tasting as a normal
counter restaurant burger that you'll have second guessing if they somehow made a mistake. They ask whether the gf bun is the result of an allergy and will make the necessary adjustments to address it so that there is no cross-contamination. Had my first SS burger at JFK during the long delay and was
so impressed I often have an ATX location now. I didn't eat french fries because they're cut out, which reminds me of french fries from a coffee shop. GF options for burgers include GF buns and salads oved. My husband was innoual with gluten and it was fine. My daughter has celiac disease, and we
didn't risk trying a bun. (I'm curious to hear the experiences of others before they sink!) The burgers came in a paper boat with all the buns touching... But we didn't give any specific instructions before. Perhaps we could avoid cross-contamination with proper communication, as the staff seemed nice and
friendly. Dedicated fry for their delicious french fries. The staff was very friendly and helpful. It was lunch at the end of the week, but they said they'd clean part of the grill as soon as possible. I went with a cheeseburger very simply with a gluten-free bun. The freeze doesn't work. 3 stars for gluten and 5
stars for service and communication. 2995 Larimer St., Denver, CO 80205 Updated 1 year ago read the full review Just note for those with wheat-fries allergy are not safe and there is no dedicated fryer. Burger Patty and GF buns would be the safest option. The same goes for equipment that is shared
with milkshakes, it's risky for someone with an allergy. Gluten Free Properties Categories Fast Food Ice Cream Kid Friendly Online Ordering Takeout Takeout
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